Meet Our Dog Training Teachers

Ethan Bonen, ABCDT

Ethan, owner of Wagging Pawsibilities Dog Training, is a certified dog trainer and a graduate of three different dog training schools located in two different countries. Ethan lived in Germany for four years and was involved in the process of testing army and police dogs. Ethan have also completed continuing education programs in cat training and rehabilitation of shelter dogs. Ethan’s passion is helping owners and their pets understand each other better and achieve their training goals, enjoying every moment of their life together!

Dirza Dittberner

Dirza’s goal is to help you form a loving and lasting relationship with your dog through understanding. She is the owner of Paws-Abilities Training & Counseling and is a Charter Member of the Association of Pet Dog Trainers. She has over 23 years’ experience in dog behavior counseling and teaching dog training classes. Dirza has acquired hundreds of hours of continuing education on the most advanced positive training & behavior techniques. Dirza is a certified evaluator for the AKC’s Canine Good Citizen program.